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Macgamestore Offers Clue Classic Mac Game
Published on 10/02/08
Macgamestore today announced that Clue Classic is now available for the Macintosh. Clue
Classic is a new casual game developed with Hasbro and GamesCafe, Inc. and published by
RealGames. Solve the mystery that's kept everyone guessing for more than 50 years. With
six suspects, six possible murder weapons and nine rooms in the mansion, there are
hundreds of possibilities, and plenty of clues to investigate. CLUE Classic is a whodunit
you'll want to solve again and again.
Hutto, Texas - Macgamestore today announced that Clue Classic is now available for the
Macintosh. Clue Classic is a new casual game developed with Hasbro and GamesCafe, Inc.
and
published by RealGames.
Solve the mystery that's kept everyone guessing for more than 50 years. Col. Mustard,
Prof. Plum, Miss Scarlet and the rest of the usual suspects have gathered together in
stately Tudor Mansion to determine who killed Mr. Boddy, where the murder was committed,
and how it was done. Was it Mr. Green in the Hall with the revolver? Or perhaps it was
Mrs. Peacock in the ballroom with the lead pipe?
With six suspects, six possible murder weapons and nine rooms in the mansion, there are
hundreds of possibilities, and plenty of clues to investigate. A family favorite for
generations of gamers, CLUE Classic is a whodunit you'll want to solve again and again.
Features:
* Dynamic Detective's Notebook
* Detailed Move History
* Classic CLUE Characters
* Fun for All Ages
Pricing and Availability:
Clue Classic requires Mac OS X 10.3.9 or later. A free demo is available for download from
Macgamestore. The full version costs $19.95 (USD) to register.
Macgamestore:
http://www.macgamestore.com/
Clue Classic:
http://www.macgamestore.com/detail.php?ProductID=1006
Download Clue Classic:
http://mgsdl.net/dls/kzqi
Screenshot:
http://www.macgamestore.com/images_screenshots/product_1006_4948_857737002.jpg

Launched in 2005, Macgamestore.com is the most popular Mac gaming store on the Internet
with over 600 Mac games available for purchase. Macgamestore is also the leader in digital
download games and the number one web site for casual Macintosh games.
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